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Price: 4,975,000€  Ref: ES148077

Villa

Benalmadena

5

3

497m² Build Size

2,813m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

BRAND NEW VILLA ON ! FLOOR  - Panoramic sea views - Fully equipped kitchen -

Home automation system - Alarm and safe - Intercom - Infinity Pool with LED lights -

Sauna - Hidraulic under-floorheating in living room - Garden with BBQ, chillout area and

Jacuzzi - Solar panels for heating water and the air condition - Air condition  This villa is

something extra for the one who want their private spot. A lot of extras and good

qualitites trough out.The villa has 5 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms. It is made in

minimalistic style and is unique. It has spectacular views over the sea and a lot...(Ask for

More Details!)
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BRAND NEW VILLA ON ! FLOOR  - Panoramic sea views - Fully equipped kitchen - Home automation

system - Alarm and safe - Intercom - Infinity Pool with LED lights - Sauna - Hidraulic under-floorheating in

living room - Garden with BBQ, chillout area and Jacuzzi - Solar panels for heating water and the air

condition - Air condition  This villa is something extra for the one who want their private spot. A lot of extras

and good qualitites trough out.The villa has 5 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms. It is made in minimalistic style and

is unique. It has spectacular views over the sea and a lot of privacy.  It is set on the border between

Benalmadena and Fuengirola with nice panoramic view sea. You are within walking distance to some

restaurants and a supermarket. Esay access to the motorway in both directions and 15 minutes to the airport.
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